
Working Together to Develop Quality Allied

Healthcare Professionals!

American Medical Certification Association

The AMCA’s mission is to improve the quality of patient care while helping
individuals become marketable in today’s ever changing workforce.

Clinical Medical Administrative Assistant
Certification(CMAAC)
Exam Prep: Study Material, Practice Tests and Quizlet available at no cost
Job Placement: Job leads through e-Hired.com, WorkAmerican.com, HiringHealth.com,
HealthCarereercenter.com and HealthCareers.com

For a program near you call:

Description and purpose of test:
The Clinical Medical and Administrative Assistant Certification exam was designed for those professionals who have the 
clinical skills necessary as a clinical medical assistant, but also have the skills of an administrative assistant.  This busy 
professional can go from the front office answering the phone to assisting the doctor by taking vitals and drawing blood 
for prescribed tests. 

Clinical Medical Administrative Assistants responsibilities may include, but are not limited to the following:
Drawing blood     Taking vitals     Recording patient visits      Charting a patient's history     Scheduling appointments

Performing an EKG     Update and file patients' medical records    Fill out insurance forms
Arrange for hospital admissions and laboratory services 

Perform tasks less specific to medical settings: such as answering telephones, greeting patients, handling correspondence, 
scheduling appointments, and handling billing and bookkeeping 

Recognizing the need for continuing education and staying current in health care mandates 

The test is comprised of 240 questions: The breakdown is as follows: Phlebotomy, EKG, Anatomy and physiology, law 
and ethics, safety/infection control, medical office/patient care, healthcare systems, and administrative inclusive of 
billing/coding.

Allotted time for examinees: 4 hours and 15 minutes
Passing Score: 70%
2016 Median Pay: $16.53
Certification Validation: 2 Years

Medical Certification Provides:

Credibility           Knowledge           Professionalism           Recognition
Accomplishment           Marketability           Respect           Validation

“According to the Bureau of Labor and Statistics, the healthcare field continues to represent the fastest growing 
segment of our nation's economy.” The American Medical Certification Association is recognized nationally in all 50 
states.
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of AMCA certificates earn $1 to $5 more an hour
of AMCA certificants said certification helped them get job interviews

of AMCA certicatants said certification helped them with career advancement
of AMCA certificants are working in their field of certification
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